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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WelcomeResidents are halfway through their residency – today they will give us an update on their projectsStart with a little background on the program



NDSR Mission 

... to develop the next generation of stewards to 
collect, manage, preserve, and make accessible our 
nation’s digital assets 

... to provide residents with a combination of hands-on 
learning and expert guidance 

... to develop the professional community through 
group activities involving residents, hosts and alumni 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
US-based Program to build the next generation of digital stewardsStarted by the IMLS and the Library of Congress in 2013It is designed to complement graduate-level preservation and curation programs by providing graduates of these programs with an opportunity to work in institutions on real-world projects alongside a mentor working in that institutionAnd it is helping to define the standard for education and training in this fieldStrengthening the network of dig stew professionals at many levels – regionally and nationally



NDSR Program Spread 

1) NDSR DC (LC) 

2) NDSR NY (METRO NY) 
2) NDSR Boston (Harvard) 

3) AAPB NDSR (WGBH) 
(Nationwide virtually) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
American Archive of Public Broadcasting



Common to NDSR Programs 

• Cohort model (residents and hosts) 
• Resident eligibility 
• Mentorship 
• Residency structure (80% time on projects, 20% time for 

professional development) 
• Real-world strategic projects designed by hosts 
• Core curriculum 
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Boston Residents 2014-15 

Samantha DeWitt (Tufts resident) 
• Harvard Library: Access Services Assistant, Cabot and Fine Arts Libraries 

• Participating in a CLIR evaluation of NDSR programs 

Rebecca Fraimow (WGBH resident) 
• WGBH: Digital Archivist, PBCore Project Lead, Program Coordinator for AAPB NDSR 

Joey Heinen (Harvard resident) 
• Northeastern University Library: Digital Production Coordinator 

Jen LeBarbera (Northeastern resident) 
• Lambda Archives of San Diego: Head Archivist 

Tricia Patterson (MIT resident) 
• Harvard Library: Digital Preservation Analyst 



Boston Residents 2015-16 

Alice Prael (JFK Library resident) 
• Digital preservation planning 

Alexandra Curran (MIT Libraries resident) 
• Preservation storage for digital content 

Jeffrey Erikson (UMass Boston resident) 
• Digital preservation planning 

Stefanie Ramsay (MA State Library resident) 
• Digital preservation workflows 

Julie Seifert (Harvard Library resident) 
• Self-assessment based on ISO 16363 



at the John F. Kennedy 
Presidential Library 

An NDSR 
Project Update 
by Alice Sara 
Prael 

Digital Preservation  



A Little About Me 
Recent MLS graduate from University of Maryland, College Park - 

specialization in Curation and Management of Digital Assets 

Graduate Assistant at Digital Programs and Initiatives at UMD Libraries 

Intern at National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA) and Special Access Department 

 



JFK Library and Access to Legacy 
"Access to a Legacy" is a public-private partnership between the John F. 
Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum and the John F. Kennedy Library 
Foundation.  

Digitize, index, and permanently retain millions of presidential documents, 
photographs, and audiovisual recordings 

Provide online access to materials and facilitate discovery through 
metadata 

Protect historical assets through remote replication 
Minimize the deterioration of unique and irreplaceable records and 

artifacts 



Project Summary 
 

“To develop a long-range 
digital preservation strategy 
for born-digital and digitized 

archival assets in our 
holdings.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up until now the library has not had a ‘digital preservation policy’ in place and the documentation surrounding digital preservation/management has been scattered and sometimes hard to find.  My project hopes to consolidate documentation into a usable format and propose recommendations for improving the digital preservation practices.



Break it down... 
Research current infrastructure and identify challenges and problems 

• Report on Findings - by December 

Explore potential management systems and solutions for digital 
assets 

• Report on multiple possible paths forward - by March 

Conduct In-depth analysis of one of the solutions examined in report 
#2 

• Cost-benefit analysis and detailed action plan - by June 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know the goals of the project - what are the specific deliverables?  The project is broken into three reports to be completed over the course of the residency.  First I have to determine the problems. I finished the report on my findings in December and I’m now moving onto researching solutions.  For the next three months I will be exploring possible systems and reporting on multiple paths forward.  By the end of March I will determine one recommended path forward and begin an in-depth analysis.  By the end of my residency I will have a written plan for how to put my recommendations into action.



Getting a Lay of the Land 
The Systems 

• Documentum 
• Centera 
• Iron Mountain 
• Endeca 
• The Website 

The Documentation 
• Help Guide from EMC  
• Internal Policies 

The Bigger Picture 
• The Library 
• The Foundation 
• NARA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do I start?  First I have to get to the know the systems and policies.  If you read the NDSR blog you might remember this diagram from my post about the 



How to Measure Up 
 

Which standards and guidelines do you start with? 

ISO 14721: OAIS 

ISO 16363: Audit and certification of trustworthy 
digital repositories 

NDSA Levels of Digital Preservation 

       
   

http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/650x0m2.pdf
http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/652x0m1.pdf
http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/652x0m1.pdf


NDSA Levels of 
Preservation 

• Visual representation of 
progress 

• Easy to understand, even 
for those unfamiliar with 
digital preservation 

• Sets clear benchmarks 
The report also included the 
recommendations of OAIS and ISO 16363 
to determine more specific steps forward. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point we are aiming for good enough digital preservation (not ISO 16363 certification) so we did not take into account every recommendation from these supporting documents



Full Report of Findings 

https://goo.gl/HbmhJv 

NDSA Levels 
of 

Preservation 

Green = all criteria completed or planned   
Yellow = some criteria completed    
Red = no criteria completed 



Storage and Geographic Location 
1. Third complete copy in a geographic location with a different 
disaster threat 

2. Obsolescence monitoring for storage systems and media 

3. Transfer digital content from physical media to the Digital 
Asset Management System (Documentum) 

 



File Fixity and Data Integrity 
1. Check Fixity of Content at Fixed Intervals  

2. Maintain logs of fixity information, supply audit on demand 

3. Ensure that no one person has write access to all copies 

 



Information Security 
1. Restrict who has authorizations to individual files 

2. Maintain and perform audit on logs of who performed what 
actions on files, including deletions and preservation actions. 

3. Introducing preservation storage will require new policies 
for managing information security 

 



Metadata 
1. Store standard preservation metadata 

- ISO 16363 and PREMIS for determining which fields 
constitute ‘standard preservation metadata’ 

2. Creating a third copy for Preservation Storage will 
require new location metadata 

 



File Formats 
All Green! 

 

The digital preservation policy provides guidance for how 
migration or emulation should be carried out if necessary. 



Next Steps 
Research Specific Systems and 
Strategies for Digital 
Preservation Storage and File 
Fixity 

Planning for Preservation 
Metadata 

 Continue organizing and 
creating documentation 

 

      

 
Fixity 
     
 
Tape Backup 
 
 

Tape Backup 

Fixity 



Digital Preservation Tasks 
Disaster Recovery Procedures  

How would we respond to a disaster in the digital archives? 
Exit Strategy 

What would we theoretically do if funding or support for 
Centera and Documentum went away? 

Born Digital Procedures 
Edward M. Kennedy Papers include floppy disks and magnetic 

tape reel that will require new tools and procedures 



Digital Preservation UnConference 
February 23rd, 2016 

Attendees propose and lead 
sessions 

Sessions are decided on by 
attendees the morning of 
the conference 

All are welcome! 
jfkdigipres.wordpress.com           

@jfkdigipres 



Thank 
You! Alice Sara Prael 

alicesaraprael@gmail.com 
@AlicePrael 



INVESTIGATING DIGITAL PRESERVATION 
STORAGE OPTIONS AND WORKFLOWS 

FOR MIT LIBRARIES 
ALEXANDRA CURRAN 



SCOPE 

• Personal Background 

• Host 

• Project Description & Objectives 

• Project Framework 

• Moving Forward 

• Challenges 

• Professional Development 

• Sharing Updates & Outcomes 



PERSONAL BACKGROUND  

• Moved from Tarpon Springs, Florida 

 

• B.S. Digital Cinema from DePaul University 

 

• MLIS from University of South Florida  
• Graduate Certificate in Museum Studies 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I recently moved to Boston from Tarpon Springs, Florida. I earned a B.S. in Digital Cinema with a concentration in editing, visual effects, compositing and data management. I ended up working a lot with the born-digital files that came out of the cameras, thus learning about the management of workflows and files. I gradually became fascinated with digital preservation and decided to return to Florida to earn my MLIS.While earning my master’s, I worked in the Oral History Program in the USF Tampa Library, and primarily utilized my digital cinema skills digitizing and co-curating the Speaking Out Against Genocide oral history project.After I finished my master’s I worked at various library positions while working at a tea establishment. During those years, I gained real-world experience with various library-types.I realize that I have had a tremendous opportunity to learn from experts in the field. My previous experiences focused primarily on digital collections from an access rather than preservation perspective.  They stemmed from my interest in data management and compositing during my film school days and continued into my library work. Throughout my work and education, I utilized best practices and standards to manage and create workflows and lifecycles in order to make content available. They were inherent in everything I did, but I knew that I still had much to learn in regards to digital preservation.



DIGITAL PRESERVATION  
@ MIT LIBRARIES 

    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am working with Nancy McGovern, the lead for Digital Preservation at MIT Libraries  The Digital Preservation (DP) unit is responsible for developing effective strategies for ensuring the long-term preservation of digital collections of MIT Libraries collaborating with content curators and others across the Libraries and beyond. As part of its leadership role in the digital preservation community, MIT Libraries is committed to: Ensuring long-term access to digital content in any format, selected because it enables, extends, and documents scholarship and practice for current and future researchers at MIT and beyond.Continuing to demonstrate leadership and to model good practice in digital preservation.Aligning with prevailing standards and practice for digital preservation as the technology, tools, and approaches for effective long-term use and re-use emerge and evolve.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

• Identify and evaluate possible options for improving preservation storage 
 
 

• Contribute to the collaborative assessment process 
 
 

• Options will hopefully contribute to future policies for preservation storage. 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project Description:The project is using digital preservation standards and evolving practice to identify and evaluate possible options for improving preservation storage at MIT Libraries. I will contribute to the collaborative assessment process with digital preservation, members of MIT Libraries IT staff, and content curators within the Libraries.  My results and recommendations will hopefully contribute to future policies for preservation storage.My goals for the last couple month of the residency were to:Obtain Knowledge of digital preservation standards and practices for preservation storage in order to better understand what is available now and how it can be applied towards the digital collections.Understand digital preservation in the context of MIT Libraries and the Digital Preservation, and current storage needs for the Libraries’ digital collections.



OBJECTIVES 

• Knowledge of digital preservation standards and practices 

 

• Understand digital preservation in the context of MIT Libraries  

 

• Current storage needs for the Libraries’ digital collections. 



THREE-LEGGED 
STOOL 
 
@ DIGITAL PRESERVATION 
MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My project outcomes and deliverables will consider preservation storage using the three legs of the DPM stool: We are considering all three legs for preservation storage – as we do for all the other parts of digital preservation.Digital Preservation at MIT Libraries uses the five stages of the Digital Preservation Management (DPM) workshop model as a framework for their overall DP program and for my preservation storage project. Examples of each leg/intro



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital Preservation at MIT Libraries is promoting the use of the term “preservation storage” rather than the ‘archival storage’ used by OAIS because the term preservation storage encompasses all three legs of the stool – it’s more holistic.The graphic on this slide is of Preservation Storage in the Management of Digital Content Workflow at MIT Libraries



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital Preservation at MIT Libraries is promoting the use of the term “preservation storage” rather than the ‘archival storage’ used by OAIS because the term preservation storage encompasses all three legs of the stool – it’s more holistic.The graphic on this slide is of Preservation Storage in the Management of Digital Content Workflow at MIT Libraries



TDR – Trusted Digital 
Repository 
 
OAIS - Reference Model for an 
Open Archival Information 
System 
 
TRAC – Trustworthy 
Repositories Audit & 
Certification: Criteria and 
Checklist 
 
ISO 16363 – Audit & 
Certification of Trustworthy 
Digital Repositories 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big part of this project is contributing to the collaborative assessment process with the DPU, members of MIT Libraries IT staff, and content curators within the Libraries.  In support of the evaluation, I have been studying relevant digital preservation standards, such as Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) and Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification: Criteria and Checklist (TRAC). I created this image to understand how the repository standards inform each other. My study of these digital preservation standards will enable me to develop a brief set of criterion that will inform the team’s assessment of  preservation storage options and inform my recommendations for necessary workflow enhancements.If I have time:TDR focuses on organizational issues for building and managing a trusted digital repository and demonstrating OAIS compliance. OAIS focuses on the technological objects, functions and processes necessary for implementing and designing a digital archive. [note correct – TDR = organizational; OAIS = technological; resources is covered by other documents …] Both of these just standards – we have good practice, no such thing as  best practice really …] standards informed TRAC.I researched TDR’s organizational issues and OAIS’s recommended practices to inform my understanding of TRAC, a set of requirements for a trusted repository.  ISO 16363 expands on the TRAC checklist to include more detailed criteria and examples for implementation.I then mapped out the relevant criteria from TRAC and ISO 16363, specifically focusing on preservation storage. 



SOME ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

• Whether the service is open source or proprietary 

• How storage nodes are managed 

• What type of preservation security services are used and how they work 

• What disaster recovery policies and procedures they have implemented 

• How their exit strategy, if they have one, works. 

• Possible cost models for storage services and partners 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some criteria under consideration during the assessment include:Whether the service is open source or notHow storage nodes are managed;What type of preservation security services/mechanisms they use and how they work;What disaster recovery policies and procedures they have implemented; andHow their exit strategy, if they have one, works.Possible cost models for storage services and partners



MOVING FORWARD 

• Contribute to the collaborative assessment process 

 

• Coordinate with Content Curators  

 

• Recommend steps for moving content into preservation storage 

 

• Determine if additions to the digital content workflow will be necessary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to reviewing standards, I will coordinate with content curators at MIT Libraries to identify the digital content they intend to preserve, that is not currently in preservation storage. Next I will recommend for how that content might be moved to preservation storage.  I will review the Libraries’ digital content workflow to determine if additions will be necessary to add new content to, and move, existing digital content into preservation storage.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am looking forward to working with researchers in the Libraries’ very cool, Digital Sustainability Lab to examine the ways in which potential preservation storage options might function and how they might collaborate with current tools.The Digital Sustainability Lab is a space for investigations and experiments to develop practical solutions in response to challenges of managing digital content at MIT across generations of technology. Based on the results of the assessment, I will create recommendations about optimal, good, and good enough options for the Libraries to consider when choosing preservation storage services and workflows.



CHALLENGES 

• Extending my understanding of digital 

 

• Educating myself about digital preservation standards and practice 

 

• Applicability and availability of tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extending my understanding of digital collections beyond access concerns to include digital preservationEducating myself about digital preservation standards and practiceApplicability and availability of tools that align with standards and address the needs and requirements of MIT Libraries



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project is only one part of the residency requirements. The residents have the opportunity to identify and engage in a range of professional development activities. So far, I have participated in a range of professional development activities as a way to learn about the community and to introduce myself.  I presented at the New England National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NE NDSA) conference in September. In November I volunteered at iPRES at the University of North Carolina (UNC), where I learned about the fascinating recent digital preservation developments. During iPRES I particularly enjoyed the Preservation Storage Community Discussion, a very relevant session for my project. Many repositories are grappling with digital preservation storage and it was great to be there for the discussion. The Policy and Documentation Clinic was a helpful and insightful seminar because, hopefully, the outcomes and implications of my project will inform the preservation storage policy and planning here at MIT Libraries.Recently, the NDSR Boston residents participated in the Preservation Administrators Interest Group (PAIG) presentations at ALA Midwinter and I traveled to CurateGear 2016 and the BitCurator Forum at UNC. 



SHARING UPDATES & OUTCOMES 

• The Signal blog post 
• http://goo.gl/HLzp5u 

• NDSR Boston blog 
• https://goo.gl/h0Uao3 

• Digital Preservation website at MIT Libraries 
• http://goo.gl/pfHUya 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will continue to share updates and outcomes from the project through the NDSR Boston blog, the digital preservation website at MIT, presentations at NDSR Boston and other events.



THANK YOU! 

Alexandra Curran 

acurran@mit.edu 

@ArchiveTea 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

UMass Boston  
University Archives and Special Collections 

NDSR Project 
 

NDSR Boston Mid-Year Event 
January 26, 2016 

Jeffrey Erickson 



About Me 

Graduate Simmons College School of Library and Information Science 

 

Former IT professional in banking and healthcare  

 

Apply technical skills and knowledge to digital stewardship issues to 
ensure cultural heritage remains available to future generations 



UMass Boston 

University Archives and Special Collections (UASC), Healey Library 

 

UASC collects materials related to the University’s history and mission, 
which includes dedication to community service 

 

UASC uses hosted technical systems and  
services when possible 

 



Digital Preservation Planning and Implementation using 
ArchivesDirect 

 

ArchivesDirect: a complete hosted digital preservation solution 
combining the Archivematica workflow tool and the DuraCloud 
storage service 

NDSR Project 



A community-based digital humanities project that captures 
Massachusetts history as told by the residents of each community 

 

Mission: Build communities and create a collection of images and 
videos for educational purposes 

  

Currently 6,000+ images &  
2,000+ videos in collection 

 

Mass. Memories Road Show (MMRS) 



Digital Preservation Planning and Implementation using ArchivesDirect 

 

Project Phases 

1. Research  
 
2. Development 
 
3. 
Implementation 
 



Digital Preservation Planning and Implementation using ArchivesDirect 

 

Research Phase 

1. Research  
 
2. Development 
 
3. 
Implementation 
 

UMass Boston’s digital stewardship 
landscape 
 
Existing digitization practices and 
workflows 
 
Digital preservation good practices, tools & 
services 
 



Digital Preservation Planning and Implementation using ArchivesDirect 

 

Development Phase 

1. Research  
 
2. Development 
 
3. 
Implementation 
 

Further develop workflows to prepare for 
future digitization projects 
 
Develop new policies and procedures for 
long-term digital preservation  
 
Review and test new policies and procedures 
 



Digital Preservation Planning and Implementation using ArchivesDirect 

 

Implementation Phase 

1. Research  
 
2. Development 
 
3. 
Implementation 
 

New digital preservation policies and 
procedures will be applied to MMRS digital 
objects 
 
Collection will be uploaded to DuraCloud service 
 
Prepare a final report documenting the project, 
the procedures and my recommendations 



Research: 
 Digital preservation concepts, good practices, tools and services 
 Mass. Memories Road Show workflows and assets, UASC’s DAM 

 

Tasks: 
 Created file inventory and digital content review 
 Documented MMRS workflows 
 Performed a GAP Analysis based on OAIS Reference Model 

Outcomes To Date 



Digital Preservation Planning and Implementation using ArchivesDirect 

 

GAP Analysis 

Ingest 
preparation 
 
Archival storage 
implementation 
 

1. Perform virus scans 

2. Generate checksums 

3. Associate unique IDs with individual files 

4. Improve storage practices 

5. Screen for duplicate files 

6. Extract, collect and manage administrative, 
technical and preservation metadata 



 

1. Fixity issues- checksums, virus scans 

2. System integration – Archivematica, CONTENTdm and DuraCloud 

3. Local storage options – server storage, external HDs 

4. Metadata – technical and preservation  

5. Exit strategy – uncertain availability of hosted systems/services 

Next Steps 



Challenges – System Integration 

Current workflow without Archivematica and DuraCloud 
 



Challenges – System Integration 

New workflow with Archivematica and DuraCloud 
 



There is not one right approach to digital preservation 

 

Digital preservation is complex  

 

It is easy to become side-tracked by small details 

 

It is necessary to get started as soon as possible 

 

 

Lessons Learned 



Group activities – tours, host events, educational meetings 

 

Speaking, presenting and blogging  

 

Conferences 

 

 

Professional Development 



 

Jeffrey Erickson 

jeffreyk.erickson@gmail.com 
 

Links and contact information is available on the handout 

   

 

 

Thank You 



ANALYZING DIGITAL PRESERVATION WORKFLOWS 
AT THE STATE LIBRARY OF MASSACHUSETTS 

Stefanie Ramsay 



About Me 

 Recent graduate from the 
University of Washington 

 Experience in digital 
collections with academic and 
corporate archives 

 NDSR provides continuing 
education with hands-on 
experience in a supportive 
community 
 
 



The State Library  

 Alix Quan, Assistant Director 
 

 Collects and preserves state 
documents and historical materials 
 

 Early stages of digital preservation 

 



Frameworks 

1. Acknowledge 
2. Act 
3. Consolidate 
4. Institutionalize 
5. Externalize 
 

initiating digital preservation projects 



Project Context 

 State agencies produce 
thousands of publications 
for the public 

 State Library mandated to 
collect and preserve them 

 Agencies mandated to 
send the Library copies… 



How can we efficiently and effectively collect 
thousands of electronic state publications, 

posted to individual websites without 
consistency or notification to State Library 

staff? 



Objectives 
1. To assess the scope of existing state publications 
2. To refine the types of publications to which we provide 

access 
3. To survey practices at other state libraries and similar 

institutions 
4. To capture, describe, and preserve documents collected 

in assessment  
5. To establish best practices and procedures 
6. To share knowledge 



1. To assess the scope of existing state publications 
 

 Used web statistics from Mass.gov 
 Show where publications live on agency websites 
 After itemization process, see types of documents 

 



2. To refine the types of publications to which we 
provide access 
 
 

 Established priority ranking system 
 High priority documents: reports, meeting material 
 Low priority documents: forms, event information 

 Used priority rankings to create information page for 
agencies  

 Developing collection policy statement 







Agency Outreach 

 Raise awareness of 
information page 

 Meet with webmasters 
 Developing outreach 

tools to send to agencies 

 



3. To survey practices at other state libraries and 
similar institutions 
 

 Best Practices Exchange 2015 
 Survey sent to state libraries 
 Meetings with State Archives, UMass Amherst, MassIT 



Challenges 
 Conditional variations of content 
 
 Agency cooperation 
 
 Evergreen and DSpace  
     workflows 

 
 Library and Archives operate 

under separate agencies 
 



Objectives Review 
1. To assess the scope of existing state publications 
2. To refine the types of publications to which we 

provide access 
3. To survey practices at other state libraries and similar 

institutions 
4. To capture, describe, and preserve documents 

collected in assessment  
5. To establish best practices and procedures 
6. To share knowledge 

 



Final Deliverables 

 Report with findings and recommendations 
 Draft policy statements 
 Updated documentation 
 A more comprehensive collection of digital state 

publications for public access 



20% 

 Conference attendance and presentations 
 Webinars and Codecademy  
 Special Collections Exhibits Committee 
 Blogs 



 
Thank you! 

stefanie.ramsay@gmail.com 
 



“Preparing for a Trustworthy 
Repository Certification of 

Harvard Library’s DRS” 
Julie Seifert 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project – Goals and Impact 
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Next Steps 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

Overview 



About Me 
• From Tampa, FL  

 
• Started out working in archives as an undergraduate at 

University of Florida 
 

• Went to grad school at UNC Chapel Hill – More archives, more 
digital 
 

• Lived in Maine before this, worked as a project manager for 
massive online class 
 

• Excited to be in Boston! Lots of rowing! 
 

 



About My Host  
 

•  Harvard’s Digital Repository Services (DRS) 
 
• Provides long-term preservation and access to digitized 

and born-digital content 
 

• Used by about 50 libraries, archives, and museums 
across Harvard 
 

• In production for almost 15 years 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project – Goals and Impact 
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Next Steps 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

Overview 



Project – Goals  
• Prepare Harvard DRS for trustworthy repository certification & 

eventual audit 
 

• Self-assessment based on ISO 16363 – high standard for 
digital preservation 
 

• Over 100 metrics, on everything from storage to financial 
planning 

 
• Inventory DRS documentation & organize. Documentation = 

proof. 
 

• Identify areas needing improvement and change.   



• Opportunity to improve 
 
• Increase confidence among stakeholders: users, 

curators, repository staff. 
 

 
 

Project – Impact 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project 
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• Next Steps 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

Overview 



• Information gathering, example of CLOCKSS self-
assessment process 
 

• Attended iPRES workshop on auditing 
 

• Review existing documentation 
 

• Initial walk-through of metrics 
 
 
 

Procedure 



• Getting organized 
 
• Interviewing staff  

 
• Gap analysis & data visualization 
 

 

Procedure 



• Wiki 
 

• Excel sheets matching metrics with possible 
documentation 
 

• ISO16363 translation 
 

• CLOCKSS Documentation comparison 
 

• Documentation inventory 

Deliverables  



Wiki  



Wiki  
 



Excel Sheet – Version 1.0 



Excel Sheet – Sorted by Supporting Document 



Excel Sheet – Version 2.0 
Green – Done & documented. Yellow – Done but not documented.  
Red – Not done, not documented 



Excel Sheet – Sorted by Status 



ISO in Translation 





• “3.3.1: The repository shall have defined its Designated 
Community and associated knowledge base(s) and shall 
have these definitions appropriately accessible” 
 

• Translation: Know your audience, and make this 
information available. 
 

• Hoping to send this out to NDSR community & get 
feedback on it, and then share with larger community 

Example 



One Document, Many Metrics 





Documentation Inventory 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project  
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Next Steps 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

 

Overview 



• Continuing filling in the Excel sheets, metric 
by metric 
 

• Suggestions for new documentation – can 
one piece of documentation apply to several 
metrics? 

 
 
 

Next Steps 



• Documentation inventory 
 

• Identify areas needing change/improvement 
 

• Sharing information – excel sheets as 
templates? 
 

Next Steps 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project 
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Next Steps 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

Overview 



• Understanding the metrics 
 

• Where to start? 
 

• Where is the documentation? 
 
 

Challenges & Lessons Learned 



• Matching the documentation to the metrics vs. 
matching metrics to documentation 
 

• Determining what’s done but not documented 
vs. what’s not done at all 

 
• How to best display the information 

 
 

Challenges & Lessons Learned 
 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project  
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Next Steps 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

Overview 



• Outreach & education 
 

• ALA Preservation Week at Harvard 
 

• Brown bag at Harvard 
 
• Webinar with D.C. Resident 

20% Time 



• PREMIS Chapter on tools, book out next year 
 

• OSS iPRES Session Summary 
 

• Conferences: Volunteered at iPRES, Presented 
at NE Code4Lib and ALA, Attended METRO NY 
and will attend NEA 
 

• Blogging  
 

20% Time 



• About Me & My Host 
• The Project  
• Procedure & Deliverables 
• Next Steps 
• Challenges & Lessons Learned 
• 20% Time 
• Conclusion 

Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**edit overview slides



• Value of identifying areas needing change 
 

• Taking the time to think in detail about all aspects of 
repository 
 

• Identify missing policies and practices 
 

• Importance of sharing this experience – many 
people are facing the same challenges. 

Conclusion 



Thank you! 



Questions? 
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